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For X~ Y and ƒ a compact mapping, Leray and Schauder [9] gave a definition of topological degree for mappings of the form ƒ -ƒ on the open set G over a point a of X whenever (I-f)" 1^) is a compact subset of G. The Leray-Schauder degree for compact displacements is the most subtle tool of the classical fixed point theory of compact mappings, and if one proposes to carry through an extension of the fixed point and mapping theory to more general mappings which are neither of the form ƒ or ƒ -ƒ, with ƒ compact, an important step in such a program is to find a more general framework for the concept of the topological degree. In particular, it would be desirable to bring within such a framework the various classes of nonlinear noncompact operators for which fixed point and mapping results have been obtained in recent yeafs: the asymptotically compact mappings, the nonexpansive and semi-contractive mappings of uniformly convex Banach spaces X into themselves, the monotone and semimonotone mappings of a reflexive Banach space X into its conjugate space X*, the accretive and semi-accretive mappings of a Banach space X into itself, and their more general analogues (cf.
It is the object of the present note to present such a framework for a class of mappings which extends that considered by one of the writers in [l]. We give below, by successive stages, the definition of the generalized degree and establish its basic properties. DEFINITION (
a) For each fixed v in cl(G), S V = S(-, v) is a homeomorphism of G on an open subset G v of Y, with S v mapping cl(G) homeomorphically onto cl(G v ). (b) The mapping v->S v is a locally compact mapping of cl(G) into the space of homeomorphisms of cl(G) into F, with the topology of uniform convergence on cl(G).

Let T be the mapping of cl(G) into Y given by T(u)=S(u, u), for u in cl(G). We suppose that for a given element a of Y, T~x(a) is a compact subset of G. Then we apply the following procedure to obtain a concept of degree f or the pair [T, S], (i.e. T in the representation S):
(
1) Let Gi be the subset of those vin G such that the equation S(u, v)=a has a solution u in G. Let C be the mapping of Gi into X given by C(v) =u, where u is this solution, and suppose that G\ is open and that C can be extended to a mapping of cl(Gi) into X. Then:
(2) We set 
>S', where S' is a homeomorphism of cl(G) into F. If u k = S v~1 (a), then S'(ujc)-*(i, so that u k ->(S')"~l(a).
Then C + (v k ) =u k converges and C + is locally compact.
Q.E.D. In the special case, when S(u, v) =h(u)+f(v), with h a homeomorphism of cl(G) into Y and ƒ a locally compact mapping of cl(G) into F, we identify deg([7\ S], G, a) with deg(/-C, G h 0) where C(v) ^hr x {a--f(v)) t
Gi=/~1(a -h{G)). For the even more special case where A = /-U with U a strict contraction and ƒ of finite dimension, our definition coincides with definitions of the degree applied by Cacciopoli [5] , Cronin [7] , and Cesari [6] . For the slightly more gen-eral case in which h = I~U, U strictly contractive, and ƒ is compact, it is related to a definition given in a recent note of Frum-Ketkov [8] . If we wish to make the degree we have defined depend only on the mapping T and not on the representation 5, we can do so by restricting the homeomorphisms S v to lie in a convex class, as follows: Q.E.D. We note that a number of the most interesting classes of homeomorphisms such as h = I-U with U a strict contraction, h & strongly monotone mapping, or A a strongly accretive mapping, etc. are closed convex sets in the sense of Theorem 3. As an illustrative corollary of Theorems 2 and 3, we consider the following simple result: Q.E.D. As the final stage of our note, we consider the limit case of those mappings T which are limits of those represented in Definition 2. 
lies in cl(T(G)). In particular, if T(cl(G)) is closed, then a lies in T(G).
(c) deg([7\, S t ], fi*, a) is invariant under homotopies provided that dist(r(bdry 0), a)>0.
The proof of Theorem 5 will appear elsewhere. The restriction that the homeomorphisms Sk, v lie in the convex set Ho is not necessary if one assumes the S k are defined on XXX and converge uniformly on bounded subsets of XXX ([l] ).
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